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SELF-UNFOLDMENT BY 

DISCIPLINES OF REALIZATION 

by Manly P. Hall 
The search for inner security is one of the most pressing con

cerns of our day. Persons in every walk of life are seeking 
inner peace, serenity of spirit and consolation of mind, with 
which to face the problems of practical living . 

For many years SELF-UNFOLDMENT has been Mr. H all's 
basic textbook on inner growth by a planned program of con
structive attitudes. One reader has expressed his appreciation in 
the following words: "The concepts gained from the defini
tions on the first page of SELF-UNFOLDMENT alone have 
cleared the fog and resulted in sweeping changes within my
self and in my relationships with others". (E.H .) 

The theme of this book is that illumination is as natural as 
life itself. There can be no enlightened living without a reali
zation of the reason for living. This reason cannot be supplied 
by the intellect , nor can it be discovered by the senses. The 
true reason for our existence can be found only through com
munion with the Inner Self: The purpose of this book is to 
develop awareness and thoughtfulness , so that they become 
parts of yourself. The Disciplines are not to be practiced as 
rituals or as substitutes for conduct. They are means by which 
you fulfill your own nature, coming finally to accept a gracious 
and kindly way of life , as the foundation upon which a pro
gram of personal development can be built. 

Many systems of thought have combined to make this book 
an adventure in learning. Philosophies of the East and the 
West mingle their streams of inspiration and good counsel. 
There are old legends and fables., which help to clarify subtle 
points. SELF-UNFOLDMENT will not help you to avoid or 
evade your responsibility, but it will assist you to face your 
problems with courage, solve them with honesty, and fulfill 
the constructive destiny for which we were created. 

SE'LF-UNFOLDMENT 

Selected headings from the Table of Contents: 

Self Analysis 
Self ~orrection 
Symb-6ls of Realization 
Preparation for Concentration 
Mandala Magic 
Retrospection 
Extensions of Consciousness 
The Mystery of the Transcendent Personality 
The Fable of the Birds 
Transcendental Being 
Material and Metaphysical Personality 
Approach to Spirituality 
Realization in Action 
Illumination 
~ic-al izati on as Illumination 
Suspension of the Objective Mind 

Each of the Chapters includes a special "Realization" which serves as a proper theme for meditation and contem
plation. By taking these key thoughts into the mind and experiencing their emotional content in the heart , the per 
son grows a little every day, and at the same time, accomplishes a happier adjustment on the plane of material ac
tivity. 

SELF-UNFOLDMENT is an attractive volume of 221 pages, and includes twelve illustrations, some from rare 
books and others from diagrams especially designed for this text. Bound in blue cloth, stampel in gilt , with an at
tractive dust jacket. The price is $3. 75, plus prevailing sales tax in California. This is exceptionally reasonable for 
a book of this quality and binding, and it will probably be necessary to increase the price at the next printing. We 
therefore recommend that you order while the present supply lasts. 



~ GIVE BOOKS & ·RECORDINGS BY MA ·NLY P. HALL THIS CHR ISTMAS 

Last year we made a special Christmas off er to those who purchased publications of the Society as Christmas 
Girts for themselves or their friends. This offers was so popular that we are repeating it this year. Those who send 
in a retail order for books, booklets, or recordings, listed in this folder or our catalogue, amounting to $10.00 or 
more, will receive without charge a group of at least twelve beautiful Christmas Cards ( our selection), with a total 
retail value of $2.00. We regret that magazine subscriptions cannot be included in this total. As you will notice 
subscribers have a special bonus offer on the next page. 

The Christmas Cards we are reserving for book buyers are not packet material but selected from our regular 
line. They include religious subjects and traditional greetings suitable to be included with gifts for both adults and 
children. We believe you will enjoy the selection and that it will prove a practical saving of both money and time 
in these days of inflation. This bonus offer is our way of wishing you "Greetings of the Season". 

• For the Problemed Friend- • For Those Who Appreciate Eastern Wisdom-
"The Spirit of Zen" ( recording) ........................ $3.00 Buddhism and Psychotherapy ................................ $ 5.00 

"Personal Security in a Troubled World" ............ 3.00 The Zen of the Bright Virtue ............................ 4.25 

(recording) The Ar hats of Buddhism ............................ ... ..... 1. 7 5 

Questions & Answers .......................................... 4.50 The Sages of China ............................................ 1. 7 5 

Subscription to Monthly Lectures .......................... 12.00 The Western Paradise of Amitabha .................... 1.50 

Studies in Dream Symbolism .............................. 3.00 Impressions of Modern Japan ............................ 2.00 

The White Bird of Tao ...................................... 2.50 
• For the Astrology-minded-

Astrological Keywords .......................................... $ 3. 75 • For Serious Students-
The Philosophy of Astrology ................................ 2.25 The Secret Teachings of All Ages ...................... $14.50 
The Story of Astrology ........................................ 3.00 The Phoenix .......................................................... 10.00 
A System of World Prophecy .............................. 1.25 Collected Writings, Vol. 3 ................................ 4.50 

• For the Liberal Physician or Scientist-
Man, the Grand Symbol of the Mysteries ........ $ 5.00 

Healing, the Divine Art ...................................... 4.00 

Research on Reincarnation .................................... 1.25 

Lectures on Ancient Philosophy ........................ 6.00 

The Adepts in the Western Esoteric Tradition .... 10.00 

The Mystical and Medical Philosophy 

of Paracelsus ...................................................... 1.50 
• For Those Who Enjoy Significant Fiction-

The Guru .............................................................. $ 3.00 

• For the Inquiring Mind, Young or Old-
"My Philosophy of Life" (recording) .............. 3.00 

Lady of Dreams .................................................... 1.00 

The Way of Heaven ............................................ 3.00 

"Why I Believe in Rebirth" (recording) .......... 3.00 

Reincarnation, the Cycle of Necessity ................ 4.00 

Twelve World Teachers ...................................... 4.00 

• For Those Who Appreciate Inspiring Books-
The Mystical Christ ............................................ $ 4.00 

Old Testament Wisdom ........................................ 5.00 

• For Freemasons and Their Families- Self-Unfoldment .................................................... 3.75 

The Lost Keys of Freemasonry ............................ $ 2.50 Collected Writings, Vol. 1 .................................... 4.50 

The Dionysian Artificers ...................................... 3.00 "The Face of Christ" (recording) .................... 4.00 

Masonic Orders of Fraternity .............................. 1. 75 
• For Those Who Have Everything-

• For the Beginner in Philosophy- Daily Words of Wisdom .................................. $ 1.25 

Words to the Wise .............................................. $ 3.50 Short Talks on Many Subjects .............................. 2.00 

First Principles of Philosophy .............................. $ 3. 75 Studies in Character Analysis .............................. 1.50 

Journey in Truth .................................................. 4.00 The Music of St-Germain (piano) .................. 3.50 

Pathways of Philosophy ............... ......................... 4.00 (Recording by Rudolph Gruen) 

On orders under $5.00, please add 25c for postage and handling 

(California residents please add prevailing sales tax) 



A VERY SPECIAL OPPORTUNITY 

Subsc ribe to the P.R.S. Journal and receive absolutely 
free a bra nd new publication by Manly P. Hall . 

If you renew or extend your subscription to the P.R.S. 
Journal for one yea r, become a new subscriber or make 
gift subscriptions to friends, between September I st and 
December 3 I st , we will send you free a special publication : 

PAST LIVES AND PRESENT PROBLEMS 
and 

HOW TO PREPARE FOR A FO·RTUNATE ·REBIRTH 

by Manly P. Hall 

This attractive 62 -page publication contains the notes of 
two lectures which have been out of print for years. There 
will be an att ractive art paper binding with the beautifu l 
Chinese Landscape illustrated here . The printing will be 
offset in typewritten script, as in previous years. The book 
let will be available after Octobe r I st. Additional copies 
may be purchased fo r $ 1.25 . 

THE NEXT FOUR ISSUES OF THE PRS JOURNAL FEATURE the latest writings of Manly P. Hall and 
will include the following important articles: 

RELIGIOUS ICONS OF THE EASTERN CHRISTIAN CHURCH: A study of the symbolism and meaning of 
Byzantine Sacred Art; RELIGION, PHIL OSOPHY AND THE HEART TRANSPLANT: With emphasis upon 
ethical and metaphysical considerations; THE LOTO-PHAGI: Homer's Account of the Flower-Children of ancient 
Greece, who sought to escape responsibilities of life by addiction to narcotics; THE FEAST OF ST. JOHN: A 
talk by Mr. Hall for his Masonic Lodge; W ORLD AND NATI ONAL TRENDS FOR 1969: A discussion of 
world affairs based upon astrological considerations; JAPANESE MUSIC: A summary of the philosophy of Jap
anese music and a discussion of the instruments used in Japan; and THE CASE OF THE BREAD PILL: How does 
it happen that faith in a pill which has no medicinal value can actually cure serious physical diseases? 

There will be many other featured articles, the usual departments, editorials, questions and answers, and practical 
self-help material, in the fields of religion, philosophy and psychology. As always, there will be rare and unusual 
illustrations from the Archives of our Society. 

The P.R.S. Journal is an inspiring and informative publication. When you give subscriptions for Christmas, your 
friends will be reminded of your good wishes and regards four times during the year. The P.R.S. Journal is a 
unique publication and files are now being assembled by a number of Libraries and Institutions. 

The subscription rate is $4.00 a year, $7.00 for two years. Your own and one gift subscription $7.00. Additional 
gift subscriptions $3.50 each. There is no tax. 



FOR THOSE WHO SHOULD HAYE MORE THAN A CARD 

For friends who value useful information, the following publications 
designs and cost little more than a fine Christmas Card: 

Commentary on the Quiet Way Right Thinking 

by Manly P. Hall have attractive cover 

Is Each Person Born with a Purpose 
Kabbalistic Keys to Prayer 
Mysticism and Mental Healing 
Philosophy for the Sick 

Science and Immortality 
Secret of Untroubled Mind 
Sermon on the Mount 
Value of Prayer in Integration 

These booklets contain the notes of lectures given by Mr. Hall, or were written especially for publication in this 
form. The price is $ . 75 for each title or the ten different publications for $7.50. Please add prevailing sales tax in 
California. 

P.S. If you order early, you can read these important booklets yourself before passing them on to your friends. 
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IF YOU CANNOT ATTEND MR. HALL'S LECTURES REGULARLY 
You can keep in direct contact with his teachings by subscribing to the Lecture Note Program provided by the 

Society. Each month the talk which receives the greatest number of requests is published in mimeographed form. 
Those who live in other communities or wish to study lecture material at leisure, will find the Lecture Note Pro
gram indispensable. 

Titles for the next four months are: #115 (October) EASTERN AND WESTERN INTERPRETATIONS OF 
REINCARNATION: Rebirth according to Buddhism and Platonism; #116 (November) BUDDHISM AND THE 
UNCLUTTERED MIND: The way of the Big Cleaning; # 117 (December) RELIGION AND TEMPERA
MENT: How the Faith you belong to affects temperam~nt and disposition; #118 (January) ZEN AND THE 
HARASSED HOUSEWIFE: Increasing harmony in the Home. 

Individual lecture notes are priced at $1.25 a copy prep/lid, a six-months subscription is $6.00, or one year for 
$12.00. 

LECTURE NOTE BINDERS: We can supply attractive looseleaf notebook binders where your notes can be filed 
and kept in good condition. The binders have sturdy covers, finished in royal blue plastic and stamped in gilt on 
the rib: "Manly P. Hall-LECTURE NOTES-P.R.S.". Each binder holds at least twelve lectures. A splendid value 
well below the market price for this quality. $2.00 each (plus prevailing sales tax in California). Please add 15c 
for shipping. 


